
Mankind has been interested in issues concerning

lifespan of organisms on our planet since ancient times.

The early physician Claudius Galen (II century AD)

introduced the term “apoptosis”, which means “leaf fall”

in Greek. Galen used this term to describe the process

leading to the falling of leaves in autumn. As the leaves fall

only from live trees, the scientist concluded that this

property is incorporated in the program of development

of these plants. The hypothesis of the programmed death

of organisms was first proposed by German scholar

August Weismann in the 1880s. According to this hypoth-

esis, a genetically programmed mechanism of cell death

appeared as a result of natural selection so as to eliminate

old worn-out individuals, thus freeing living space and

resources for younger generations. In the late 1990s, V. P.

Skulachev suggested the term “phenoptosis” to define the

programmed death of an organism [1-4]. All the proper-

ties of an organism are encoded in its genome, including

the processes of dying, and they are realized in the form

of a chain of biochemical reactions that ultimately cause

its death. That is why the phenomenon of phenoptosis is

actively studied by biochemists. Geneticists, molecular

biologists, and bioinformaticists have joined the study of

this process in the last ten to fifteen years. Data arrays on

the genomes of different organisms have become avail-

able. Analysis of these data as well as their use for pro-
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Abstract—Genetically programmed death of an organism, or phenoptosis, can be found not only in animals and plants, but

also in bacteria. Taking into account intrapopulational relations identified in bacteria, it is easy to imagine the importance

of phenoptosis in the regulation of a multicellular bacterial community in the real world of its existence. For example, auto-

lysis of part of the population limits the spread of viral infection. Destruction of cells with damaged DNA contributes to the

maintenance of low level of mutations. Phenoptosis can facilitate the exchange of genetic information in a bacterial popu-

lation as a result of release of DNA from lysed cells. Bacteria use a special “language” to transmit signals in a population; it

is used for coordinated regulation of gene expression. This special type of regulation of bacterial gene expression is usually

active at high densities of bacteria populations, and it was named “quorum sensing” (QS). Different molecules can be used

for signaling purposes. Phenoptosis, which is carried out by toxin–antitoxin systems, was found to depend on the density of

the population; it requires a QS factor, which is called the extracellular death factor. The study of phenoptosis in bacteria is

of great practical importance. The components that make up the systems ensuring the programmed cell death, including QS

factor, may be used for the development of drugs that will activate mechanisms of phenoptosis and promote the destruction

of pathogenic bacteria. Comparative genomic analysis revealed that the genes encoding several key enzymes involved in

apoptosis of eukaryotes, such as paracaspases and metacaspases, apoptotic ATPases, proteins containing NACHT leucine-

rich repeat, and proteases similar to mitochondrial HtrA-like protease, have homologs in bacteria. Proteomics techniques

have allowed for the first time to identify the proteins formed during phenoptosis that participate in orderly liquidation of

Streptomyces coelicolor and Escherichia coli cells. Among these proteins enzymes have been found that are involved in the

degradation of cellular macromolecules, regulatory proteins, and stress-induced proteins. Future studies involving methods

of biochemistry, genetics, genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, and metabolomics should support a better understanding

of the “mystery” of bacterial programmed cell death; this knowledge might be used to control bacterial populations.
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teomic, transcriptomic, and metabolomic studies can

facilitate better understanding of the mechanisms of

aging and programmed death of organisms, their regula-

tion, and evolution.

Mechanisms and evolution of apoptosis in unicellu-

lar organisms have been discussed earlier in the Russian

literature reviews [5-7]. This review is dedicated to the

coverage of some new facts obtained in recent years by

researchers working in this field, and to the review of

experimental data indicating the presence of “communi-

cation” between prokaryotic cells that can lead to bacter-

ial phenoptosis.

BACTERIA IN A POPULATION ARE AN ANALOG

OF A MULTICELLULAR ORGANISM

Bacteria are known not to live individually in nature

or in the laboratory. Bacteria form colonies (progeny of a

single cell) and biofilms, i.e. they exist in the form of cell

populations. Contemporary research supports the idea

that bacterial populations can be seen as holistic forma-

tions with the division of biochemical functions between

the members of the microbial community, which makes

these populations somewhat analogous to multicellular

organisms. The motto “One for all and all for one!” can

be applied also to cells in bacterial populations. Bacterial

“altruism” finds experimental support. For example,

there exists a known problem of the resistance of bacter-

ial populations to antibiotics. Recent studies show that

bacterial “altruism” may play an important role in this

resistance. Lee et al. [8] showed the majority of individ-

ual bacteria of Escherichia coli in a population exhibiting

resistance to antibiotic norfloxacin to be significantly

more sensitive to this antibiotic compared to the general

population. This phenomenon could be explained by the

fact that only a small number of highly resistant mutant

bacteria in the population “altruistically” protected

more vulnerable cells, in particular, forming indole – a

signaling molecule normally produced by actively grow-

ing cells that do not experience stress. In this case, it

supported the growth of the entire bacterial population

in stressful conditions created by the presence of the

antibiotic in the medium. The diversity of bacterial phe-

notypes in one population allows them to adapt to the

constantly changing environmental conditions, which,

in turn, determine the need for certain phenotypes [9,

10].

Bacteria use a special “language” to transmit signals

in a population; it is used for coordinated regulation of

gene expression. This type of regulation of bacterial gene

expression, which usually functions at high densities of

bacterial populations, is called “quorum sensing” (QS).

QS systems are characterized by having at least two main

components: low molecular mass signaling molecules

(autoinducers) of varying nature, which diffuse from the

cells to the medium and back, and receptor regulatory

proteins that interact with signaling molecules. Signaling

molecules of the QS systems facilitate intercellular com-

munication in bacterial populations, providing coordi-

nated response to changes in environmental conditions.

Different molecules can be used for signaling pur-

poses. Several classes of signaling molecules are now

known: oligopeptides in Gram-positive bacteria and N-

acyl homoserine lactones (AHL, AI-1) in Gram-nega-

tive bacteria. Furthermore, there is a family of autoin-

ducers known as autoinducers-2 (AI-2) both in Gram-

negative and Gram-positive bacteria [11-15]. They are

derivatives of 2-methyl-2,3,4,5-tetra-oxytetrahydrofu-

ran (AI-2, THMF). There is also another group of regu-

latory molecules – compounds related to adrenaline

(AI-3) and derivatives of indole and quinoline [15].

Signaling molecules are used both for communication

between bacteria of one species and for interspecies com-

munication. Therefore, suppression of communication

between bacterial cells by blocking signaling molecules is

seen as a new approach in the treatment of infections

[12, 15].

Apoptosis or programmed cell death (PCD) is a

genetic program of cell death in multicellular eukaryotic

organisms. It contributes to the preservation of order and

normal functioning of a biological system by cleaning it

from unneeded and damaged cells, cells that have com-

pleted their life cycle, and those potentially dangerous

cells that have resulted from mutations.

PCD was long believed to be characteristic only for

multicellular animals and plants. At first glance, apopto-

sis seems to be useless for unicellular organisms. Under

ideal growth conditions (continuous supply of nutrients,

removal of metabolic products, lack of stress) bacteria

could live forever: each cell would produce two new cells

resulting from division, and this could go on forever.

However, in an actual habitat apoptosis may play an

important role in the regulation of a bacterial communi-

ty. For example, autolysis of a part of a population can

limit the spread of viral infection. The destruction of cells

with damaged DNA will help to maintain a low level of

mutations. PCD can facilitate the exchange of genetic

information in bacterial population as a result of DNA

release from lysed cells. One can call this phenomenon

“altruism” of dying bacterial cells [16] – “die yourself,

but save your comrades”. Some of the cells in the popula-

tion trigger a mechanism leading to cell death, which

results in release of compounds used by the remaining

cells [6]. The ability for “horizontal gene transfer”, which

occurs as a result of lysis of individual cells, is an impor-

tant factor in bacterial evolution. The released bacterial

plasmid and genomic DNA can be taken up by other cells

of the population, this process leading to the transfer of

genes changed by mutations. This may result in the acqui-

sition of new properties by bacterial cells and their further

evolution.
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MECHANISMS OF BACTERIAL

APOPTOSIS AND QS

“Toxin–antitoxin” systems. PCD genetic mecha-

nisms are not fully understood. Much attention has been

focused on study of “toxin–antitoxin” systems (TA sys-

tems) found in E. coli and many other bacteria, including

pathogens [17-19]. TA systems are divided into three

classes – I, II, and III – based on the nature of the anti-

toxin and its mode of action. Small noncoding RNA mol-

ecules are antitoxins operating in systems I and III. In

type I systems, expression of the toxin-encoding gene is

inhibited by antisense RNA transcribed in the opposite

direction [20, 21]. In type III systems, the antitoxin is an

RNA molecule that interacts with toxin protein and

inhibits its activity [22]. Antitoxins of type II are proteins

that form toxin–antitoxin complexes (TA complexes)

with no toxic activity [23].

Identified TA toxins belong to different protein fam-

ilies with different biochemical activities [23-25]. The

vast majority of toxins of this type are specific endori-

bonucleases (mRNA interferases), e.g. the MazF, RelE,

and HicA toxins [24]. They form TA modules composed

of a pair of genes in a bacterial chromosome: a gene

encoding a stable toxin, which causes cell death, and a

gene encoding a labile antitoxin, which counteracts the

activity of the toxin.

MazEF system of E. coli. The mazEF system of E. coli

is one of the best studied. It was first described as a mech-

anism responsible for bacterial PCD [26-28]. The mazF

gene encodes a stable cytotoxic protein, and

mazE encodes an unstable antidote to MazF protein,

which is quickly degraded by the ATP-dependent ClpAP

serine protease [26]. Under balanced growth conditions,

as long as MazE and MazF are coexpressed, MazE neu-

tralizes the toxic effect of MazF [26], i.e. the toxin is con-

stantly neutralized by the antitoxin. The MazF toxin is a

“long-lived” protein, an endoribonuclease, which cleaves

RNA in ACA sequences [29, 30]. However, under stress

conditions (starvation, effects of antibiotics, reactive oxy-

gen species, presence of 3′,5′-bispyrophosphate (ppGpp),

DNA damage), which prevent expression of the mazEF

operon, the equilibrium is disturbed, and the toxin “poi-

sons” the cell, destroying the cellular mRNA, which leads

to cell death and autolysis of the greater part of the popu-

lation [26, 31]. Under stressful conditions, the labile pro-

tein antitoxin MazE is destroyed by the ClpAP protease,

and as a result the more stable MazF toxin is free to act,

ultimately causing cell death.

PCD systems were first discovered mainly in E. coli

cells in low-copy plasmids. When a bacterium loses such

a plasmid in the course of division, it no longer contains

the “toxin–antitoxin” operon, and after the rapid anti-

toxin inactivation it will be killed by the toxin remaining

in the cell [32, 33]. Genes encoding the components of a

PCD system have now been found in genomic chromoso-

mal DNA of many free-living bacteria [34-36]. This sys-

tem is believed to help bacteria adapt to stressful environ-

mental conditions. According to this hypothesis, under

adverse conditions the antitoxin will be destroyed by pro-

teases, their activity being induced by stress. In the

absence of antitoxin, the TA operon will be transcribed

and the toxin will be released from the TA complex.

Consequently, the released toxins will cause growth cessa-

tion and cell death by inhibiting such important cellular

processes as protein synthesis and DNA replication [32,

37]. It should be noted that successive removal of all ten

TA systems encoding endoribonuclease toxins in E. coli

has a cumulative effect and leads to the formation of a

subpopulation of bacterial cells with a low level of metab-

olism and low resistance to antibiotics [38], suggesting

functional redundancy of TA systems in bacterial cells.

MazEF-mediated apoptosis was found to be a phe-

nomenon depending on population density that requires

a QS factor called extracellular death factor (EDF) [39-

41]. Structural analysis has shown EDF to be a linear

pentapeptide, Asn-Asn-Trp-Asn-Asn. Each of the five

EDF amino acids is essential to its activity [39]. The

mazEF module as well as glucose-6-phosphate dehydro-

genase (G6PD, zwf gene) and ClpXP protease were

shown to be essential for synthesis of EDF [40]. This pep-

tide is a small fragment of the G6PD enzyme. The pen-

tapeptide is cut out from the segment between catalytic

and structural domains of this enzyme. The search for

similar nucleotide sequences in the genome revealed only

five open reading frames, parts of which could encode

EDF. However, only the deletions of the zwf gene and the

yeo gene of unknown function were shown to prevent the

formation of an active extracellular death factor [39].

There is a positive feedback between the mazEF

module and EDF activity – the latter is required for

MazF activation under all studied stress conditions. At

the same time, MazF activation resulted in increased

EDF synthesis, which, in turn, caused increased cell

death [40]. Thus, EDF is an integral part of the mazEF

system (Fig. 1).

ChpBI–ChpBK TA system in E. coli. The QS factor

EDF has recently been discovered to participate in the

functioning of yet another TA system in E. coli,

ChpBI–ChpBK [42]. ChpBK is a toxin homologous to

MazF; it is a site-specific endoribonuclease that splits a

single-stranded RNA in the sequences ACA, ACG, and

ACU [43]. The signaling EDF molecule was found to sig-

nificantly enhance endoribonuclease activity of both the

MazF and the ChpBK proteins in an in vitro system. EDF

also neutralizes the inhibitory effect of MazE antitoxin on

MazF toxin and of ChpBI antitoxin on ChpBK toxin.

Furthermore, EDF was shown to bind directly and site-

specifically with MazF [42]. These data are of great inter-

est as so far signaling molecules belonging to the systems

of QS regulation have been known to control gene expres-

sion at the level of transcription, while EDF was believed
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by ATP-dependent
proteases (ClpAP)

mRNA
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Antitoxin Toxin
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Wide range
of stresses,

also resulting
from DNA damage

Fig. 1. The mazEF system of E. coli and extracellular death factor (EDF). Under stress, labile antitoxin MazE is destroyed by ClpAP protease,

and the more stable MazF toxin causes cell death. Activity of stress-induced ClpXP protease leads to the formation of EDF peptide, which is

a QS factor inhibiting the formation of MazEF complex.

Fig. 2. Two pathways of bacterial PCD. The ALD pathway is induced only by stress caused by DNA damage, and it acts only at the level of

individual cells. The mazEF pathway mechanism is initiated by different stress types and acts at the level of a bacterial population, involving

also QS regulation. This pathway leads to the death of most bacteria and the formation of a small surviving cell subpopulation, which will give

rise to a new bacterial population. The YgcR, ClpP, YfiD, and SlyD proteins are involved in bacterial cell phenoptosis.

Stress resulting
from DNA damage
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from DNA damage

ALD pathway mazEF-EDF pathway

Death of the
majority of cells
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of some cells Death of the majority

of colonies

Survival of some
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(cell colonies)
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(individual cells)
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to act post-transcriptionally. It should also be noted that

EDF is the only peptide-type signaling molecule found in

E. coli.

Apoptotic-like death. Extensive DNA damage can

lead to cell death following a second pathway called

apoptotic-like death (ALD) [44]. ALD is similar to apop-

tosis of eukaryotic cells. The cell membrane is depolar-

ized and DNA is fragmented in the course of this process.

Erental et al. have shown ALD to result from the activity

of two proteins, RecA and LexA [44]. LexA protein is an

inhibitor of the SOS response, which is a global response

of a bacterial cell to DNA damage, when the cell cycle is

interrupted and DNA reparation is induced. Thus, ALD

can be defined as a form of SOS response. Those authors

concluded that in the case of E. coli cells, the ALD path-

way is a backup system in relation to mazEF, the main

pathway of cell death [44]. If some components of the

mazEF pathway are inactivated, bacterial cell death will

follow the ALD pathway (Fig. 2). In this case RecA inac-

tivates LexA, which is a repressor of the transcription of

SOS-system genes. Essentially, the destruction of LexA

protein activates the SOS response. The mazEF system-

mediated mechanism of cell death also inhibits the ALD

pathway by reducing the mRNA level of RecA protein.

So, what is the evolutionary significance of these two

pathways for bacteria? The mazEF pathway provides for

the survival of a small subpopulation of cells under stress.

Surviving cells will give rise to a new population as soon

as conditions become optimal. Therefore, the mazEF

pathway of cell death can be called an “altruistic” mech-

anism of bacterial survival under stress. Conversely, the

ALD pathway may operate at the level of individual cells

(in contrast to a cell population), since survival results

from reparation of individual damaged cells. This path-

way may serve as a backup as the ALD mechanism

responds only to stress caused by DNA damage, but not

to other stresses, and surviving cells may be less sensitive

to other types of stress conditions. We still need to discov-

er the evolutionary connection between these pathways.

The concept of PCD in bacteria forces us to recon-

sider a wide range of important phenomena in the life of a

microbial cell, such as cell properties in a steady state, the

nature of resistance to antibiotics and other stress factors,

and related issues of the survival of bacteria in biofilms.

Study of the mechanisms of bacterial apoptosis is of great

practical importance. Components of PCD, including QS

factor, may be used for the development of drugs that will

activate PCD, thus promoting the destruction of

pathogens in the course of antibiotic treatment [45].

ORIGIN OF PHENOPTOSIS:

GENOMIC AND PROTEOMIC STUDIES

Comparative genomic analysis. Availability of com-

plete genomic nucleotide sequences of prokaryotes and

data on eukaryotic genomes has made possible compara-

tive genomic analysis that sheds light on the origin of

apoptosis in bacteria. For example, some key enzymes

involved in apoptosis in eukaryotes (such as enzymes

belonging to the families of paracaspases and metacaspas-

es, which, in turn, are part of a superfamily of caspase-

like proteases, apoptotic ATPases, NACHT-repeat

domain-containing proteins, and proteases similar to

mitochondrial HtrA protease) have homologs in bacteria

[46]. Computer analysis of the structure and configura-

tion of the homologs of apoptotic proteins, in particular,

apoptotic ATPases and caspases, suggests the possibility

of formation of large protein complexes in bacteria of

sophisticated development and differentiation, such as

actinomycetes, cyanobacteria, myxobacteria, and some

α-proteobacteria. These protein complexes can be func-

tional analogs or perhaps evolutionary precursors of

eukaryotic apoptosomes [46]. It should be noted that so

far there have not been enough experimental studies of

such complexes, including their possible role in signal

transmission in bacteria.

An interesting hypothesis on the evolutionary devel-

opment of PCD mechanisms was introduced in the work

of Frade and Michaelidis [47]. Ancient endosymbionts

represented by α-proteobacteria could use secreted and

membrane proteases such as metacaspases, paracaspases,

and HtrA-like proteases to kill their host cell if for some

reason it became “inhospitable” for the endosymbiont,

for example, due to the lack of nutrients. Such a mecha-

nism would allow the endosymbiont to leave the host cell

and move into another host. In the course of subsequent

evolution, this “aggression” mechanism could have sub-

dued to the host and gradually could have changed into

the PCD mechanism including regulatory components

[46].

Understanding of PCD mechanisms in prokaryotes

is important for solving many practical problems. These

include bacterial infection of humans and animals [15]

and problems of purity and safety of aquatic ecosystems

[48]. In the last decade, increasing attention has been

given to problems of aquatic ecosystems, “bloom” of

phytoplankton because of secreted toxins. So far there

have not been many experimental works that could help

understand the regulation of relationships in such pho-

toautotrophic populations of microorganisms.

Expanding, phototrophic bacterial blooms can unexpect-

edly quickly “disappear”, become lysed. What triggers the

simultaneous death of all the cells in the population?

Phytoplankton has a core group of proteins that are

orthologs of caspases of multicellular animals. It is

assumed that PCD in prokaryotic plankton and in inde-

pendently evolved eukaryotic lines may have common

evolutionary roots [49].

Typically, cell death in prokaryotic and eukaryotic

unicellular phytoplankton is caused by environmental

stress factors (for example, starvation, high-intensity
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light, oxidative stress, UV irradiation) [49-53]. However,

the rate of cell lysis in such a population is very high, and

it cannot be explained by viral attack or zooplankton rap-

idly eating phytoplankton. This cellular self-destruction

is similar to PCD of multicellular organisms, a form of

suicide triggered by the cell, when an endogenous bio-

chemical pathway leads to morphological changes char-

acteristic of apoptosis and, ultimately, to cell dissolution.

The PCD mechanism includes biochemical coordi-

nation of specialized multicomponent cell machinery

consisting of receptors, adaptors, signaling kinases, and

proteases. A specific class of intracellular cysteine pro-

teases that split proteins solely after aspartate is called

caspases (caspase; cysteine-dependent aspartate specific

protease). These proteases are of particular interest since

they participate both in initiation and implementation of

PCD by cutting different proteins essential for the cell in

response to proapoptotic signals [54]. Discovery of

homologs of caspases, paracaspases, and metacaspases in

various organisms, including animals, higher plants, uni-

cellular protozoa, fungi, and bacteria [46, 55], suggest

that they may represent ancestral enzymes that led to the

development of cell death mechanisms. The earliest

ancestors of plants and animals are likely to have had a

minimal set of components involved in apoptosis. More

complex systems have evolved along with the emergence

of multicellular organisms. Since the majority of meta-

caspases have been characterized only in silico, they were

correlated to the known caspases of yeast [56] and try-

panosomes [57]. However, metacaspases (along with

other proteins involved in PCD) proved to be widespread

in the genomes of prokaryotic and eukaryotic planktonic

organisms [49]. Moreover, morphological and biochemi-

cal characteristics of caspase-mediated PCD could be

observed in cells of different representatives of phyto-

plankton, including cyanobacteria, green algae, and

dinoflagellates [50-53].

The PCD phenomenon has been studied using dif-

ferent bacterial models: Helicobacter [58], Anabaena [59],

Xanthomonas [60], Staphylococcus aureus [61], Strepto-

myces [62]. It was found that bacteria with complex devel-

opment mechanisms, such as Streptomyces, Bacillus,

Anabaena, Caulobacter, Rhizobium, and Myxobacteria,

can trigger PCD; these bacteria have genes encoding pro-

teins that are phylogenetically related to the proteins

involved in apoptosis in eukaryotes [46, 63].

Proteomics of phenoptosis. Proteomic studies of bac-

terial PCD are still very few. Methods of proteomics have

allowed for the first time to identify proteins formed dur-

ing PCD processes that are involved in the orderly liqui-

dation of Streptomyces coelicolor cells. Enzymes involved

in degradation of cellular macromolecules, regulatory

and stress-induced proteins were found among these pro-

teins [64]. Enzymes participating in metabolism of fatty

acids, which are presumably involved in membrane

degradation, different hydrolases, and proteases were

shown to be active during PCD. In particular, ATP-bind-

ing subunit of C complex constituting the Clp protease

has been identified. This protease is known to possess the

properties of a global regulator; it is associated with QS

regulation [65, 66] and is often manifested under stress

conditions in bacteria. In this study, AAA-ATPase, kinas-

es, chaperones, and also proteins whose biological role in

PCD is still difficult to explain were identified [64].

Among this group a number of proteins was discovered:

glyoxylate carboligase, glycosyltransferase, various forms

of DNA methylase, two acetyl transferases involved in

biosynthesis of siderophores, and hypothetical proteins

whose existence had been predicted earlier only at the

level of genome annotation, while proteomic research

showed them to be actually synthesized in cells, and fur-

thermore they were shown to be related to PCD.

Another proteomic study [67] showed that although

MazF toxin induction in E. coli cells leads to the inhibi-

tion of the synthesis of most cellular proteins, the synthe-

sis of a special group of small proteins (less than 20 kDa)

still takes place. Some of these have been identified, and

these proteins were shown to be required for the destruc-

tion of the main population of bacterial cells. ClpP pro-

tease, SlyD, YfiD, ElaC, YgcR, and YfbU proteins were

among the identified proteins. In this study proteins with

the opposite function were also found – “survival” pro-

teins needed for the maintenance of a small part of the

cellular subpopulation (YajQ, RsuA, DeoC, SoxR, and

SoxS). Thus, MazF is likely to function as a regulator

triggering the processes leading to the death of most of the

population and to the survival of its small part, which

would become a “core” of the new bacterial population

when conditions become more favorable.

Such proteomic studies are very important for a

deeper understanding of PCD mechanisms and regula-

tion; they open up new perspectives for genetic, phyloge-

netic, and functional studies of bacterial phenoptosis.

The accumulated experimental data suggest

prokaryotic cells to be not that “simple” in regulation of

their metabolism, cell division, “social” behavior, and

death. The presence of eukaryotic analogs of tubulin and

actin in bacteria; recognition of the fact that prokaryotic

cells possess cytoskeleton; discovery of circadian rhythms

in cyanobacterial cells; the ability for cell differentiation

present in some bacteria; discovery of a variety of signal-

ing molecules controlling the behavior of microbial pop-

ulations contributed to the formation of a new view of

microorganisms. Bacteria are shown to possess many

characteristics inherent in eukaryotic cells; in particular,

they were proved capable of phenoptosis. Future studies

involving methods of mutagenesis, genomics, pro-

teomics, transcriptomics, and metabolomics will facili-

tate better understanding of the “mystery” of bacterial

programmed death and the use of this knowledge to con-

trol bacterial populations.
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